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Governance

• Dixit (2009)
• “The concept of “governance” has risen from obscurity to buzzword status in just three 

decades. EconLit shows only 5 mentions of the word governance in the 1970s; by the end of 
2008, it was mentioned 33,177 times. The much more specific phrase “economic 
governance” has appeared 192 times; its more popular cousin, “corporate governance,” 
9,717 times.”

Source: Dixit, A. (2009). Governance institutions and economic activity, American Economic Review, 99, 5-24.



Institutions vs. governance

• Institutions
• Rules of the game – focus on transactions cost and coordination

• Formal (property rights, contract enforcement) vs informal (trust)

• Governance
• “[T]he process of decision-making and the process by which decisions are implemented (or 

not implemented)” (UNESCAP)

• Eight dimensions:

[1] Participation (democracy?) [2] Rule of law (institutions)

[3] Transparency [4] Responsiveness

[5] Consensus oriented [6] Equity and inclusiveness

[7] Effectiveness and efficiency [8] Accountability

Source: UNESCAP: What is good governance? Downloadable from 
http://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/good-governance.pdf

http://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/good-governance.pdf
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Good governance  Low corruption?

• “Is democracy associated with greater economic growth?” (Rivera-Batiz, 2002)
• Trade off: Ability of democracy to peacefully replace inefficient and corrupt regimes vs. 

frictions in the form of proliferation of interest groups
• Mechanism: “[S]tronger democratic institutions influence governance by constraining the 

actions of corrupt officials …. over the long run, corrupt officials will be voted out of office”
• Result: “[D]emocracy is a key determinant of growth but only insofar as it is associated with 

improved governance”

• Abed and Gupta (2002)
• Transition in Central and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Republics in the wake of the 

erosion of state capacity
• “Although not necessarily immune to corruption, electoral democracies have been found to 

foster a vigilant civil society, increased government accountability, and a higher degree of 
transparency”

Source: [1] Rivera-Batiz, F.L. (2002). Democracy, governance, and economic growth: Theory and evidence, 
Review of Development Economics, 6, 225-247.  [2] Abed, G.T., Gupta, S. (2002). The economics of corruption: 
An overview, In: Abed, G.T., Gupta, S. (eds.) Governance, Corruption & Economic Performance, International 
Monetary Fund.



Corruptions vs. state capture

• Kaufmann and Kraay (2002)
• “As countries become richer, it is important not to exaggerate the conventional 

wisdom that higher incomes lead to demands for better institutional quality. In fact, 
there are a variety of mechanisms through which just the opposite might occur. As 
elaborated further below, as long as established elites within a country reap private 
benefits from the status quo of poor institutions, there is little reason to expect that 
higher incomes will lead to demands for better governance.”

• “State capture is defined as the undue and illicit influence of the elite in shaping the 
laws, policies and regulations of the state. In its emphasis on the formulation and 
shaping of laws and regulations of the state, state capture departs from the 
conventional view of corruption which stresses bribery to influence the 
implementation of such laws and regulations.”

• “In order to design governance and institutional reform strategies it is important to 
rely on country-specific governance diagnostic tools to identify specific priorities. 
Understanding the political and economic forces shaping policy - and law-making 
(which will vary from setting to setting) is key to the identification of realistic and 
country-relevant strategic priorities.” 

Source: Kaufmann, D., Kraay, A. (2002). Growth without governance, World Bank Policy Research Working 
Paper No. 2928,  Downloadable from http://ssrn.com/abstract=316861

http://ssrn.com/abstract=316861


Are we asking the wrong question?

• Kurtz and Schrank (2007)
• Measurement challenges (refuted by Kaufmann, 

Kraay and Mastruzzi, 2007)
• Are interests of nations and business elites 

coterminous?
• Selection/survival bias of surveyed business 

elites
• “Clean, effective government is desirable, but what is 

not so clear is whether it is an essential or even 
important antecedent of rapid economic growth – let 
alone whether it can be created through the 
administrative and judicial reforms most commonly 
recommended by donor governments and 
international financial institutions. Such reforms may 
in the end be essential, but they may also be 
ineffective in the absence of economic development 
or simply find their emergence blocked until 
underlying socio-economic structures or sociopolitical
interests are transformed.”
[See also Berkowitz, Pistor and Richards, 2003]

Source: [1] Kurtz, M.J., Schrank, A. (2007). 
Growth and governance: Models, measures and 
mechanisms, Journal of Politics, 69, 538-554. [2] 
Kaufmann, D. et al. (2007). Growth and 
governance: A reply, Journal of Politics, 69, 555-
562. [3] Berkowitz, D. et al. (2007). Economic 
development, legality, and the transplant effect, 
European Economic Review, 47, 165-195.



Can governance quality be exogenously 
influenced?

Source: Rajan, R., Subramanian, A. (2007) Does aid affect governance? American Economic Review, 97, 322-327.



Can governance 
quality be 
exogenously 
influenced? …. 
Contd.

Source: Brautigam, D.A., Knack, S. (2004). 
Foreign aid, institutions, and governance in 
sub-Saharan Africa, Economic Development 
and Cultural Change, 52, 255-285.



Can governance quality be exogenously 
influenced? …. Contd.
• Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001)

• Colonisation influenced evolution of institutions (and arguably governance), in some cases 
leading to “institutional reversal”

• “In prosperous and densely settled areas, Europeans introduced or maintained already 
existing extractive institutions to force the large population and the slaves imported from 
Africa to work in mines and plantations, and took over existing tax and tribute systems. In 
contrast, in previously sparsely settled areas, Europeans settled in large numbers, and 
created institutions of private property, encouraging commerce and industry. This 
institutional reversal laid the seeds of the reversal in relative incomes.”

• The scale of reversal was possibly influenced by technological advancement and 
industrialisation opportunities

Source: Acemoglu, D. et al. (2001). Reversal of fortune: Geography and institutions in the making of the 
modern world income distribution, Working Paper No. 8460, National Bureau of Economic Research.



Scott vs. Amundsen

• Dixit (2009)
• “In 1911, the two were rivals in a race to be the first human to set foot on the South Pole. In 

preparation for his journey, Amundsen used many of the practices he had found among the 
Netsilik Eskimos during his traverse of the Northwest Passage some years earlier. He learned 
dog-sled driving from them, he copied their leather and fur clothing and the way they iced 
their sledge runners for smooth traction in very low temperatures, he brought a large 
number of Greenlander huskies for his dog teams, and so on. He combined this with 
traditional Nordic practices, most notably skiing, and with modern inventions, most notably 
the primus stove. He spent several months in Norway thinking and planning, and kept 
improving his equipment and methods during the previous winter’s sojourn at his base camp 
in Antarctica. Scott, by contrast, relied on his own ideas and a belief that everything British, 
and specifically everything previously done by the British navy, was the best. The results were 
starkly different. Amundsen won the race by a big margin; his sledging round-trip record of 
99 days still stands. Scott and his companions were delayed by their inadequate skills and 
equipment. Because of the delay, they were caught in the cold of the late autumn on the way 
back, and perished. …. My advice to designers and reformers of institutions and policies is: be 
like Amundsen, not like Scott.”

Source: Dixit, A. (2009). Governance institutions and economic activity, American Economic Review, 99, 5-24.



Characterising weak governance

• Ndulu and O’Connell (1999)
• Expropriation by elites

• “Leaders engage in bureaucratic accumulation and act so as to enhance the wealth and power of 
those who derive their incomes from the public sector; they also act on behalf of private factions, 
be they social classes, military cliques, or ethnic groups. They engage in economic redistribution, 
often from the poor to the rich and at the expense of economic growth. These are the central 
themes in policy formation in Africa and their prominence serves to discredit any approach based 
on a conviction that governments are agents of the public interest.”

• “The interest-based approach has obvious difficulty explaining why the leading group should 
pursue economic policies that lead to outright stagnation or decline. But dramatically inefficient 
outcomes are possible if the political structure gives leaders a high discount rate …. This effect can 
be especially strong when institutional restraints are absent, so that leaders are known to have 
wide discretion over tax policy.”

• Weak state
• “ …. while the neopatrimonial state is superficially powerful, it is too weak to support sustained 

growth. Its internal limitations distinguish it from the "rational-legal" state, which is equally 
authoritarian but creates a supportive environment for growth. This line of argument emphasizes 
that bureaucratic corruption, policy-generated uncertainty, and predatory behaviour of a state will 
tend to raise transactions costs for private actors.”

Source: Ndulu, B.J., O’Connell, S.A. (1999). Governance and growth in sub-Saharan Africa, Journal of Economic 
Perspectives, 13, 41-66.



Characterising weak governance …. Contd.

Source: Grindle, M.S. (2007). Good enough governance revisited, Development Policy Review, 25, 553-574.



Example (Calomiris and Haber, 2014)
Financial development in Mexico
• 1876-1911: Regime of Profirio Diaz 

• Creation of Bank Nacional de Mexico (Banamex) in 1884, through a charter

• Bank extended a significant credit line to the government at below market interest rates

• In return, it was protected from competition

• A 5% tax on all bank notes issued by banks with an exemption for Banamex

• Removal of authority of state governments to issue bank charters

• Very high capital requirement for new banks; five times the requirement in the USA

• 1910: Mexican revolution backed by elites who were not insiders of the political regime, namely, 
farmers, ranchers and miners

• 1924: the new government attempted to revive the Diaz era arrangement

• older banks were grandfathered in

• incumbent bankers were nominated to a national banking commission that could block entry

• minimum capital requirements were set high

• obtaining a bank charter required permission of the treasury minister and the president

Source: Calomiris, C.W., Haber, S.H. (2014). Fragile by Design: The Political Origins of Banking Crises and Scarce 
Credit, Princeton University Press.



Example (Calomiris and Haber, 2014)
Financial development in Mexico …. Contd.
• Patronage system during Partido Nacional Revolucionario (PNS) regime

• land rights were not vested in individual farmers, giving rise to cooperatives that were 
members of the National Peasants’ Confederation which, in turn, was a formal part of PNR

• whereby neither the corporate entity nor the farmers could sell or rent land and hence they 
found it impossible to obtain credit from anyone except the government owned development 
banks

• efficient cooperatives could not expand and inefficient ones could not sell out (if individual 
farmers left, they lost the right to cultivate the land), but voting for the PNR ensured access 
to benefits such as subsidised purchases of cooperative output 

• 1936: Bank of Mexico (Banxico) converted to a central bank and banks required to maintain 
reserves with it, i.e., the government expropriated part of their deposit base

• credit-to-GDP ratio declined from 7% in 1933 to 3% by 1939, and peak combined commercial 
and investment banking lending was 17% of GDP in 1972

• government response was to permit the mushrooming of government owned development 
banks, especially during the 1930s and 1940s



Pausing to take stock

• Institutions vs. governance

• Are governance and corruption equivalent? Should we look at governance through the prism of 
corruption?

• Corruption vs. state capture

• Are we asking the right question?

• Are desirable manifestations of good governance feasible in all contexts?

• Can governance quality be influenced by exogenous factors?

• Characterisation of weak governance

• Do we just know it when we see it, or do we have a sense of the process of evolution of 
governance quality?



Economic view of governance

• Dixit (2003)
• All economic transactions need governance to ensure that one or both/all the parties do not 

cheat

• It is implicitly assumed that the legal system would perform this duty, especially if it has the 
monopoly to use force

• There are two challenges: (a) collection and distribution of information about past cheating, 
and (b) credible punishment structures to deter cheating

• What is the role of an intermediary (government?)? Can it be predatory?

• Questions, more questions:

“Will a common system of governance cope with [all possible outcomes/equilibria], or will 
different modes have different comparative or absolute advantages for governing different 
transactions? Can there be multiple equilibria, where either mode [of governance] can 
persist on it gets established, even though another may have better properties? Should 
one expect a shift from one mode to another during the process of economic growth or 
expansion of trade ….?” (pp. 472)

Source: Dixit, A. (2003). On modes of economic governance, Econometrica, 71, 449-481.



Importance of differentiating between regimes 

Source: Aidt, T. et al. (2008) Governance regimes, corruption and growth: Theory and evidence, Journal of 
Comparative Economics, 36, 195-220.



Introducing the state – characterisation
• North, Wallis and Weingast (2010)

• “Natural states differ primarily in the structure of their state and in the sophistication of the 
organizations they can support.”

• Fragile natural state:

• Fragile coalition

• “[A]ll politics is real politics”

• Simple institutional structures

• Organisations are dominated by patron-client relationships

• “[S]imple laws that govern the relationships among individuals based on social identiry and 
stipulate a set of rules that patrons can use to make decisions”

• Basic natural state:

• Able to “sustain a durable and stable organizational structure for the state”

• “[L]argely public law institutions” (e.g., about leadership succession, tax rates) to create 
common set of beliefs among the elites

• It is not “perpetually lived” and hence finds it difficult to make long term commitments

Source: North, D.C. et al. (2010). Violence and Social Orders: A Conceptual Framework for Interpreting Recorded 
Human History, Cambridge University Press.



Introducing the state – characterisation …. Contd.

• Mature states:

• Ability to support organisations that are not intimately tied to the state

• Emergence of legal personalities that can bear rights and responsibilities

• Greater sophistication of public and private laws

• “The essence of a natural state is personal relationships. The legal system cannot 
enforce individual rights if every individual is different, if every relationship between 
two individuals depends uniquely on their identity within the dominant coalition.”



Evolution of the state

• North, Wallis and Weingast (2010)
• The central challenge: “How are the powerful personalities of elites to be constrained within 

institutional structures that subject and commit them to the organizations of which they are 
a part? How the bishop is constrained by the cathedral college, the duke by his manorial 
court, or the corporate leader by his corporate bylaws are critical reflections of the entire 
social order.”

• The problem: “No teleology pushes states through the progression from fragile to basic to 
mature natural states. The dynamics of natural states are the dynamics of the dominant 
coalition, frequently renegotiating and shifting in response to changing conditions. If 
adjustments lead to more power and rents based on personal identity, institutions become 
simpler and organizations less sophisticated, and the society moves toward the fragile end of 
the progression of natural states. If adjustments lead to more power based on durable 
agreements, institutions become more complex and organizations become more 
sophisticated, and societies move toward the mature end of the progression. No compelling 
logic moves states in either direction.”



Pausing to take stock …. Contd.

• Governance as a process of creation and enforcement of rules
• Who makes the rules? 

• For whom are the rules made?

• Are the rules enforced equally?

• The state at the epicentre of governance
• Typology of states

• Progression from one type of state to another

• Is governance about the institution of the state or is it about the people who form the dominant 
coalition?



From the “state” to the “rulers”

• Levi (1988)
• Assumptions:

• “[A]ll the actors who compose the polity, including the policymakers, are rational and 
self-interested.”

• “[A]ctors who compose the state have interests of their own, derived from and 
supported by institutional power. Rulers may sometimes, even often, act on behalf of 
others. Nonetheless, they are not simply handmaidens of the dominant economic class 
or other influential actors. They will act in their own interests when and if they can.”

• Hypothesis:

• “[R]ulers are predatory in that they try to extract as much revenue as they can from the 
population. They may use the funds to line their own pockets or to promote their 
personal power. They may use the funds to support social or personal ends. They may 
have ideological ends they wish to promote. They may be altruistic. Randomness of ends 
characterizes rational choice models in general, and rulers operate with a wide range of 
alternative goals. Whatever the rulers' ends, revenue is necessary to attain them.”

Source: Levi, M. (1988). Of Rule and Revenue, University of California Press.



From the “state” to the “rulers” …. Contd.

• Do rulers always maximise revenue?

• “Policies are a function of rulers' terms of trade. Rulers negotiate contracts with their 
agents and constituents, and each set of actors attempts to attain the best possible 
terms. Contracts are possible only if they make each party better off.”

• “The first determinant of the terms of exchange is the relative bargaining power of the 
contracting parties. Rulers will have more bargaining power the more they monopolize 
coercive, economic, and political resources. …. When others possess resources that the 
ruler needs or when they can successfully resist the ruler's demands, their bargaining 
power is increased. Since bargaining resources are distributed unequally throughout the 
population, a single ruler will form different contracts with different groups of agents or 
constituents.”

• “[R]ulers must devise policies that lower their transaction costs. These are the costs of 
implementing and enforcing policies.”

• “An important constraint on the policy choices of rulers is their discount rates, that is, 
the extent to which they value the future relative to the present.”



From the “state” to the “rulers” …. Contd.

• Predatory state (or rule)

• “[R]ulers will devise and formalize structures that increase their bargaining power, 
reduce their transaction costs, and lower their discount rates so as to better capture 
gains from exchanges of politics. They will design institutions that they believe will be 
efficient in promoting their interests (which may overlap-but but need not -with the 
general welfare or with the interests of a dominant class). More specifically, within the 
limits of the constraints upon them, they will design revenue production policies that 
maximize revenues to the state. However, as relative prices change, institutions that 
once facilitated exchange may begin to hinder exchange or reduce return. Rulers will 
then try to redesign state structures and rewrite state policies.”



Political economy of governance
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Relevant questions

• How do history and events determine the nature/identity of the groups that bargain with each 
other – sometimes in coalition with others – to shape the social contracts that, in turn, influence 
governance?

• How do factors such as technology, trade and migration affect the parameters set by history and 
events?

• What is the nature of an optimal mechanism that can ensure a given level of governance in a 
context and, indeed, whether expected governance levels are achievable in all contexts?


